
Full Stops
Full stops are used to indicate the

end of a sentence that is a
statement or command.

I go to school every day.

Year 3 Writing Non-negotiables Knowledge Organiser
Capital Letters

All sentences and
people's names

must begin with a
capital letter. 

Add -er, -est, -ing, -ed and
-s to root words

-ing
 

fly   flying
sing   singing

go   going
eat   eating

-ed
 

jump   jumped
look    looked
help   helped

touch   touched
 

-er
 

high   higher
help   helper
cold   colder

teach   teacher

-est
 

great   greatest
bright   brightest

soft   softest
loud   loudest

-s
dog   dogs
park   parks
bee   bees

Expanded Noun Phrases
An expanded noun phrase is phrase
made up of a noun and at least one
adjective. If you list more than one
adjective to describe the noun, you
should add a comma to seperate

them. 
 

the scary dragon
the scary, purple dragon

KS1 Phonemes
 

th - thumb, thick
sh - sheep, ship
ch - cheese. chip
ng - sing, ring
ck - duck, clock
ss - kiss, mess
ll - smell, will
ff - cliff, off
zz - buzz, fizz
qu - queen, quiz
oo - book, food
ar - star, arm
ow - snow, grow
oa - goat, float
oe - toe, goes

o_e - stone, bone
oy - boy, toy
oi - boil, coin
ear - hear, year
or - horse, fork
aw - saw, draw
au - because, sauce
ur - fur, burger
ir - girl, first
er - hammer, summer
ow - down, cow
ou - house, cloud
ai - train, paint

ay - play, say
a_e - cake, mate
ph - phone, photograph
air - hair, fair
are - hare, share
wh - what, wheel
ee - bee, sheep
ea - meat, seat
igh - night, light
y - fly, my
ie - tie, pie
ew - screw, new
ue - glue, blue
oo - school, roof
u_e - cube, flute
ure - treasure, sure


